SURVIVAL SKILLS:

RUGGEDIZATION

How to Ensure Performance
Under the Toughest Conditions in 5 Steps
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STRONG CONNECTIVITY
DEMANDS STRONGER COMPONENTS.

T

oday’s world is more connected than ever before. Even the most remote and challenging
regions of the globe are accessible thanks to advanced communications technologies.

Corporations are able to do business anywhere, defense forces can accomplish missions more
effectively, and researchers are better equipped to innovate in the lab and in the field.
This level of connectivity depends on sophisticated technology performing without fail.
However, extreme environmental conditions present significant challenges to communications
systems. Temperature extremes, exposure to liquids, vibration, shock and pressure all present
significant risks to performance. When failure is simply not an option, these technologies need
to have the right survival skills to endure environmental conditions.
Every mission and project has a unique set of challenges. Commercially available off-the-shelf
components sometimes offer the right bandwidth, footprint, or level of power consumption.
Often these low-cost solutions seem sufficient. Even though they are economical, off-the-shelf
products aren’t designed for specific environmental challenges. They simply won’t survive in
the wild.
At EM Research, we design solutions that meet stringent performance requirements while
enduring the toughest environmental challenges. Our solutions thrive in the wild. The following
paper outlines the details of environmental factors to consider when drafting specs for your
project, along with common techniques that are effective at ensuring performance under
demanding conditions. After reading, you’ll have a better sense of how to spec out your next
project, and new awareness of the steps needed to ruggedize communications systems.
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STEP 1

U N D E R S TA N D T H E E N V I R O N M E N T
Whether on the ground, in the atmosphere or at sea, each environment presents a unique set of challenges. Below are
a few common examples.

COMMON ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES

AIRBORNE
APPLICATIONS

GROUND-BASED
VEHICLES

ll Vibration from mechanical operation

ll Vibration engines, rough roads

ll Pressure from altitude changes

ll Shock from IEDs, collisions

ll Ability to endure acceleration and
changing G-forces

ll Extreme heat and cold

ll Extreme heat and cold

SATCOM
APPLICATIONS

SHIPBOARD
APPLICATIONS

ll Extreme heat and cold

ll Salt, water and corrosion

ll Rain, snow, ice

ll High humidity and fog

ll Debris, dust, plant and wildlife

ll Submersion, pressure
ll Extreme temperatures

In order to develop a solution that will function well under any of the above scenarios, it is essential to first assess the scope and range of the
environmental conditions. The environmental analysis is necessary in addition to assessing the technical requirements of a system. Next are
common criteria to consider when evaluating environmental factors.
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HOW TO MEASURE
ENVIRONMENTAL TOLERANCES
It’s certainly difficult to predict all possible scenarios, especially for systems that are on the move, either airborne, on a vehicle
or on shipboard. However, there are clear standards and protocols for measuring expected environmental tolerances. Vibration
and shock exposure is one of the most common tolerances that must be considered when ruggedizing a system.

PUBLISHED STANDARDS

TOLERANCE TESTING

Mil-Standards are the most common and widely-accepted industry

While published standards do offer widely-accepted guidelines

standard for measuring shock and vibration tolerances. For example,

for environmental tolerances, an alternative method of developing

MIL-STD-810F, Method 514.5 contains many specific details about

specifications is to conduct testing in a live environment. For example,

vibration and includes specific vibration exposures for a wide range

specifications for shock and vibration tolerance can be determined by

of actual installations – highway truck, tracked vehicle, jet aircraft,

placing accelerometers at the point of installation in the target system

helicopter, etc. Similarly, shock environments can be defined using

and measuring the actual levels of vibration and shock the product will

MIL-STD-202G, Test Method 213B. Alternately, MIL-STD-810F,

be exposed to when installed.

Method 515.5 exhaustively details many different levels of shock and
The advantage to real-world testing is clear: it offers a high level

discusses accordingly.

of accuracy. However, it is still predictive, and therefore can not
An example environmental tolerance measurement that would be

anticipate environmental factors that can not be replicated in the

incorporated into product specifications would be: “MIL-STD-202G,

testing environment. The best-case scenario is to perform tolerance

Test Method 214A, Test Condition 1-A.”

testing, and compare results with established published standards in
order to provide a more comprehensive set of guidelines.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE RUGGEDIZATION

Overland Transport

Environmental
Stress
Generation
Mechanisms
(Induced)

Environmental
Stress
Generation
Mechanisms
(Natural)

Railway Systems

Airborne Systems

Shipboard Systems

Oﬀ-Road Transport

Road Shock
(Large Bumps/Holes)
Road Vibration
(Random)
Handling Shock
(Dropping/Overturning)
Thermal Shock
(Air Drop)

Road Shock (Large
Bumps/Potholes)
Road Vibration
(Random)
Handling Shock
(Dropping/Overturning)

Rail Shock (Humping)
Rail Vibration
Handling Shock
(Dropping/Overturning)

In-Flight Vibration
(Engine/Turbine Induced)
Landing Shock
Handling Shock
(Dropping/Overturning)

Wave-Induced Vibration
(Sinusoidal)
Wave Sine Shock
Mine/Blast Shock
Handling Shock
(Dropping/Overturning)

High Temperature
(Dry/Humid)
Low Temperature
Rain/Hail
Sand/Dust

High Temperature
(Dry/Humid)
Low Temperature
Rain/Hail
Sand/Dust

Reduced Pressure
Thermal Shock
(Air Drop Only)
Rapid Decompression

High Temperature
(Humid)
Low Temperature
Rain
Temporary Immersion
Salt Fog

High Temperature
(Dry/Humid)
Low Temperature/
Freezing
Rain/Hail
Sand/Dust
Salt Fog
Solar Radiation
Reduced Pressure

Storage, Sheltered

Open, Unsheltered

None

None

High Temperature
(Dry/Humid)
Low Temperature/
Freezing
Salt Fog
Fungus Growth
Chemical Attack

High Temperature
(Dry/Humid)
Low Temperature/Freezing
Rain/Hail
Sand/Dust
Salt Fog
Solar Radiation
Fungus Growth
Chemical Attack

Reference: http://www.atec.army.mil/publications/Mil-Std-810G/Mil-Std-810G.pdf
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STEP 2

DEVELOP A PL AN
At EM Research, we design each product to meet clients’ specific project requirements. Once we receive specifics of
the environmental tolerance requirements, we evaluate and put a plan in place to ruggedize the product accordingly.
This is where the innovation happens.

DESIGN
First, our design team evaluates the requirements to determine which environmental factors will negatively
influence performance. Factors can include temperature range, mobility, exposure to liquids or corrosive
substances and a variety of vibration and pressure levels. It is essential that we understand which factors are
most critical so we’re able to prioritize ruggedization tactics. With this knowledge, we can select the appropriate
component materials – metals, circuit board base, package type, etc. – to accommodate the necessary
ruggedization.
The right solution needs to meet the specific performance and environmental tolerances. Neither more nor less
than is required. For example, a solution that uses a thicker enclosure to reduce vibration will necessarily have
a greater mass than a thinner enclosure with the same outer dimensions. Greater mass affects the system as a
whole, and can affect balance, fuel requirements, power consumption and many other factors. Our design team
works to understand these specifics first in order to achieve the desired performance and durability.

ENGINEERING
Once the design team has developed the requirements framework and initial product plans, it’s up to the
engineers to make it work. Sometimes – particularly when developing a new system that hasn’t existed
before – engineering to meet performance conditions can seem like an impossible challenge. This is where
understanding the priority of environmental factors comes into play again. The engineering team must consider
the tolerances of each of the individual components, from the type and weight of metal used, to the density of
the material in the printed circuit board, to the type of connectors required. Any number of factors can potentially
affect the performance of the system, and lead to system failure if not considered correctly.
RF, mechanical and electrical engineers collaborate and carefully consider the technical requirements and the
characteristics of materials to create the computer models of new systems. These digital blueprints provide a
clear roadmap for manufacturing to build.

MANUFACTURING
Quality assurance in manufacturing is critical to ensuring performance under environmental stress. If design and
engineering have successfully solved the ruggedization challenge on paper, it’s up to manufacturing to ensure
the system is built to spec, and tested to perform. At EM Research, our in-house manufacturing team builds
100% of the products we design. Our 20,000 square foot manufacturing facility is ISO-9001:2008, and IPCcertified for quality and processes.
State-of-the-art manufacturing technologies, including Mydata My9 and My100 Pick-and-Place machines for
high volume component placement, enable us to produce both high volume product orders, as well as limited or
one-off runs. Often, ruggedized solutions are needed for mission-critical applications, and are needed quickly in
the field. The collaborative workflow of Design, Engineering and Manufacturing helps ensure efficient and timely
production when it matters most.
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STEP 3

R U G G E D I Z AT I O N
Practically, ruggedization techniques are implemented in manufacturing, described above. However, since each project and
set of environmental requirements demand a specific level of ruggedization, we will consider the ruggedization techniques as
a dedicated step in the process.

RUGGEDIZATION TECHNIQUES

Temperature

Vibration
/ Shock

Liquid/Solids
Exposure

Phase-Locked Loop
Optimization

Long-Term
Survivability

TEMPERATURE
When materials get very cold, they

issues, components are selected with specific

intentionally grouped and the thermal

contract. When hot, they expand.

tolerances matched to the environmental

paths managed such that heat intentionally

It’s simple physics, but with

conditions. Factors such as temperature

collects and keeps targeted circuitry warm

big-picture impact. Plastics used in printed

dissipation, thermal PCB path analysis and

in a very cold operating environment. Since

circuit boards, component fasteners and

power performance are considered when

electronics tend to age at an accelerated rate

coatings can become brittle and crack in

components are selected for the system.

when operated at an elevated temperature,
careful component selection, system design/

extreme cold. Conversely, the amount of
ambient heat in the product’s environment,

Careful attention to the distribution of

arrangement, and manufacturing assembly

due to sunlight, engine heat, combustion or

individual components in the system

are critical for ensuring long operating life in

friction can change structural integrity and

can significantly relieve thermal buildup.

elevated temperature environments.

technical performance. To combat these

Conversely, some components can be

VIBRATION / SHOCK
Many applications for aerospace

reinforcement, heavier-weight components, or

needs to be paid so that the finished product

and defense – those that will be

less flexible materials can be used. Epoxy

does not have any resonant frequencies that

traveling at a high velocity, or

reinforcement within and on the exterior of a

will be present in the vibration profile of the

package provides added vibration protection.

installed platform.

runs the gamut from “low and slow” to fast

Vibration/shock reinforcement is largely a

Another method of vibration/shock mitigation

and consistent. The mechanical hum of an

“make the product less flexible” problem,

is the use of motion damping mounts of some

engine at a consistent frequency can cause

because flexure is what will cause physical

kind. If a product (or sub-section of a product)

vibration damage. Likewise, the one-time

damage to circuit boards or cause individual

is attached to the larger system using flexible

impact of a collision or IED can render a

electronic components to crack or break

members like rubber isolators, the transfer

system useless. To account for vibration and

off the PCB. However, even this mantra

of the vibration/shock motion from the larger

shock tolerance, we first conduct a vibration

of “make it stronger/stiffer” can become

system to the sub-section can be reduced.

profile analysis using methods outlined in Step

problematic if not carefully approached. Rigid

This is the same way that shock absorbers

1 above. From this we determine whether the

physical objects have mechanical resonant

work to make driving a car over a rough road

system must be ruggedized to endure rapid

frequencies, and the larger the object, the

more comfortable.

acceleration, impact or a consistent

lower the frequency of resonance. This is

frequency. Methods such as mechanical

the same principle that allows certain tones

traversing rough terrain – need special
protection against physical trauma. Vibration

of sound to shatter glass. Careful attention
www.emresearch.com

LIQUID EXPOSURE
Exposure to liquids, even those

and also on the nature of the fluid(s)

may be applied to prevent intrusion by solids,

that may seem harmless, can be

themselves.

but some additional challenges exist due to
the potential abrasiveness of solids. Sand

corrosive, cause severe
performance loss, and even destroy an

Even if the fluids are kept from penetrating the

is particularly abrasive and may necessitate

electronic system. Furthermore, the presence

outer enclosure of the product by one or more

thicker outer layers or outer layers composed

of liquids can exacerbate the effects of

of the above methods, the outer surface of the

of more scratch-resistant materials.

temperature and pressure. However,

enclosure and any Input/Output connectors

exposure to liquids is a common challenge for

must still be capable of withstanding direct

A final note on liquid/solid exposure is the

which we have developed highly-effective

exposure. This may require the use of special

importance of the product markings to

ruggedization techniques. The most effective

liquid-tight connectors and outer plating

remain legible under exposure of whatever

way to protect against liquid exposure

that is chemically resistant to whatever

substance(s) the final environment throws

electronic malfunction is to prevent exposure

corrosiveness the environment possesses.

at the product. While secondary to actual
product function, maintenance of clear

altogether. The outer shell of a system must
be made liquid tight using gaskets, epoxy
sealing, special paints, or in the most extreme
cases – hermetic sealing. The tactic and level
of coating vary depending whether the system
will be exposed, immersed or submerged,

Somewhat related is exposure to solid

product marking via chemically resistant

contaminants including, but not limited to,

labeling, laser marking, or scratch-resistant

sand, dirt, dust, and biological contaminants

engraved marking is important to maintaining

such as fungi, bacteria or even insects. Many

the overall quality and usability of a product.

of the same methods used for liquid exposure

PHASE-LOCKED LOOP OPTIMIZATION
Ruggedization of electrical

the circuit is constantly looking at the output

influences such as temperature changes,

processes is also a very important

and the input and making calculated

physical shocks, and physical vibrations can

consideration. Phase-Locked Loop

adjustments to stay phase locked – similar to

all induce frequency errors. If the PLL circuit is

(PLL) optimization allows a Phase Locked

how a tight-rope walker tests balance, and

not optimized to constantly adjust as

Oscillator (PLO) or frequency synthesizer to

constantly makes small weight adjustments to

temperature and vibration conditions change,

operate properly in a harsh environment. A

stay upright. Constant adjustments to stay

the frequency will become unlocked, which

PLL is a closed-loop control system, meaning

phase locked are necessary because outside

may result in failure of the larger system.

LONG-TERM SURVIVABILITY
Often, we are asked to design

stresses, but also endure extended periods of

tolerances, and ratings of materials and

components that will live in

operation – often decades – uninterrupted,

individual components are critical, and proper

systems in extremely remote

without fail. Ensuring long-term survivability,

sealing is essential. Appropriate testing must

environments. Maintenance will be infrequent

sometimes called Mean Time Between

be completed to replicate the environmental

at best, and components can be exposed to

Failures or Mean Time to Failure, (MTBF,

conditions as best as possible, and quality

weather extremes. These systems must be

MTTF) requires an integration of temperature,

assurance conducted to validate construction.

ruggedized to not only endure environmental

liquid and vibration techniques. The quality,

COMMON RUGGEDIZATION METHODS
ll Ruggedized package designs
ll Robust plating and packaging –
hermetically sealed packages and
headers
ll Tin-mitigated designs
ll Coupled with intense electrical stress
screening

ll De-rate components for MTBF, MTTF
and temperature performance

ll Military standard operation:
MIL-STD-883

ll Stringent component selection

ll Laser sealing and seam-sealing

ll Proprietary design techniques for highshock and vibration environments
ll High altitude and operation

TESTING

STEP 4

Once the product has progressed from requirements gathering through design and engineering, and the proper ruggedization
techniques are applied during manufacturing, the product must be tested under simulated real-world conditions. Testing is
the only way to verify whether the proper steps are taken to ensure performance in the wild.

IN-HOUSE
TESTING
Our in-house testing capabilities provide an added degree of validation,
prior to products leaving our facility. The same expert engineers
that designed the solution, along with our manufacturing and quality
assurance teams, collaborate to create test scenarios that replicate
temperature and pressure conditions, vibration frequency and
amplitude, and liquid exposure. We methodically test to not only ensure
requirements are met, but that requirements are correctly assessed to
ensure performance under the anticipated environmental factors.

SUPPORT FOR
LIVE TESTING
From time to time, customers request to test the product in the live
setting. This is common for products that are components of larger
systems, for which vibration, temperature and corrosion of the system
as a whole must be measured. We provide guidance on test planning,
implementation and measurement to support customers in the field.

IN-HOUSE TESTING EQUIPMENT

ll Environmental chambers

ll Burn-in chambers for accelerated life testing

}} Humidity

ll Hot/cold temperature plates

}} Altitude

ll Vibration/shock testing lab

}} Temperature

ll Hermetic seal (leak) testing
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

STEP 5

Installing the product in the live system is the final step of the ruggedization process. It’s the ultimate test of
survival skills, whether or not the product will perform as needed in the wild. When the four steps above are
followed meticulously, we’ve consistently delivered products that are tough enough to thrive.

REAL-WORLD RUGGEDIZATION
EM Research solutions are critical components that keep U.S. citizens safe, and help businesses and individuals
connect around the world. Our team has designed, built and tested components for cutting-edge research, wireless
communication, critical defense missions and even exploration beyond our planet. Examples include electronic
countermeasures that protect special operations teams, tactical communications systems that enable forces to
coordinate in theater, ground-based and airborne radar and missile defense systems. From air to land and sea, our
ruggedized solutions are trusted when reliability and performance can’t be compromised.

ZFR-Series
Frequency Range
External Reference

10 MHz, 0 dBm ±3 dB

Harmonics

25 dBc TYP, <-20 dBc MAX

Spurs

-60 dBc TYP, <-55 dBc MAX

Power Output
Supply
Phase Noise
Temperature Range
Package Size
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9000 to 11000 MHz

+20 dBm ±1.5 dB
+5V @ 750 mA MAX
<-95 dBc/Hz @ 100 KHz MAX
-10°C to +70°C
4.5” x 2.5” x 0.6”
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RUGGEDIZATION SUCCESS STORY
ZFR-SERIES

THE
CHALLENGE

Recently, a customer approached us with a set of requirements for a shipboard application. The
system was intended to spend long periods of time at sea, under extreme weather and moisture
conditions. In addition, vibration from the engine, propeller and other mechanical systems
demanded a degree of vibration tolerance. Salt air exposure also required protection against
corrosion.
For this project, we first had to identify the type and frequency of vibrations. The vibration and
shock measurements affect the selection of components, influencing all ruggedization techniques.
Our analysis showed two main sources of vibration. The first was the natural, and more consistent
longitudinal and vertical vibrations excited from the engine, propeller, and other equipment. The
second, and less predictable, were the infrequent fore-and-aft vibrations excited by the movement
of the ship. These vibration factors contributed differently depending on where the system was
located within the ship.

OUR
SOLUTION

To account for the vibration, we had to first determine the location of the component within the ship.
Once location was established, we conducted random vibration analysis to establish parameters
for fore-and-aft movement, and measure the consistent engine vibration levels. We designed the
product using reinforced components and a thicker PCB. We designed a custom wall housing
to mount the product to ensure it stayed in one place. Electrically, we used phase-locked loop
optimization to ensure the signal frequency would correct itself when under the influence of
temperature and vibration variations.
Regarding salt air exposure, corrosion is deadly for shipboard applications. The solution demanded
appropriate plating and sealing necessary to withstand the harsh environment. Our corrosive salt
mitigation techniques included epoxy-seal weatherproofing and anti-corrosive plating. We selected
more robust 21-pin micro mini-D I/O connectors to ensure a complete seal at the contact points.
ZFR Series

Small Step Size, Low Phase Noise Frequency Synthesizer
250 MHz to 20 GHz (in-Bands)

PRODUCT SeRieS OveRview
FeATUReS
• Programmable Frequencies to 20 GHz
• Small Step Sizes (down to 1 KHz)
• Broadband Designs Available (up to 4 Octaves)
• USB Programming Now Available
• Fast Switching Units Available (down to 100 µSec.)
• Optional internal Reference

Custom Designs Available

SPeCiFiCATiONS
Frequency Range ............................ 250 MHz to 20 GHz

Phase Noise (dBc/Hz)

Bandwidth ........................................ up to 4 Octaves

1 KHz Offset ....................................

<-92

Step Size ......................................... down to 1 KHz

10 KHz Offset ..................................

<-96

Switching Speed .............................. down to 100 µSec.

100 KHz Offset ................................

<-96

<-90

External Reference .......................... 10, 100 MHz

1 MHz Offset....................................

<-106

<-100

Internal Reference (Optional) .......... ≤±2.5 ppm, Stability

10 MHz Offset..................................

<-133

<-127

10000 MHz

18000 MHz
<-86
<-90

Power Output................................... up to +18 dBm
Harmonics ....................................... <-15 dBc

Temperature Ranges (Operating)

Spurs ............................................... <-60 dBc

THE OUTCOME

Standard ................................... 0°C to +50°C

Supply Options ................................ +8 to +15 VDC

Other Available Ranges............ -20°C to +60°C

Current............................................. ≤1500 mA

................................................. -30°C to +70°C
................................................. -40°C to +85°C

Package Size (Standard)................. 4.5” x 2.5” x 0.6”
................................................. (88.9 x 63.5 x 15.24)mm

Programming Interface .................... 3-Wire, Serial

Package Size (Slim) ........................ 4.5” x 2.5” x 0.4”
................................................. (88.9 x 63.5 x 10.16)mm
Note: All specifications are typical unless otherwise specified and subject to change without notice. Not all performance parameters
are available in combination with certain specifications. E.G. Not all power output levels are available at all frequency ranges.

After testing of the ZFR was complete, the product was installed in the

PACKAGe OUTLiNe
Standard

Slim

customer’s system. To date, the ZFR-Series product has functioned
successfully, delivering the required performance without interference from
environmental factors. The product has successfully avoided corrosion, signal
loss and physical defects. As a result, the ZFR-Series is now included as a
configurable product offering in our standard product lineup.

9-Pin, D-Sub

Notes:
1. All dimensions are in inches unless otherwise specified.
2. Diagrams and pictures shown are examples only.

USB
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HONE YOUR SURVIVAL SKILLS
Every mission, every system, and every environment presents its own unique requirements. When failure is
not an option, your communications system needs the survival skills to endure the toughest challenges. At EM
Research, we’re proud to be the partner that clients trust to design, engineer and manufacture ruggedized
solutions that maximize MTBF.
Our processes are collaborative. From assessing requirements to understanding the environment and context,
we work with you to design the right solution – neither more nor less than needed. Our approach is consistent.
Whether we are providing a product intended for a benign lab environment or a product intended for the most
intense vibration and shock imaginable, our goal is to offer the best possible product at the most reasonable cost.

For more information on vibration and shock testing, or ruggedization
techniques, please contact a member of the EM Research team.
Email info@EMResearch.com, or call 775.345.2411.

RUGGEDIZATION – MINIATURIZATION – CUSTOMIZATION

START YOUR PROJECT TODAY
EM RESEARCH, Inc.
1301 Corporate Blvd. Reno, Nevada 89502 - USA
Phone 775.345.2411 | Fax 775.345.1030
sales@emresearch.com
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®
Certified IPC-A-610
Application Specialist

®

Certified J-STD-001
Application Specialist

